
Technology and Humanity: The next 10 years 



Our world will change more in the next 20 years than in the previous 300 years



Humanity ☯ TechnologyHumanity ☯ Technology





First, we augmented human MUSCLES… now we are augmenting human INTELLIGENCE
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Data + Cloud + IoT + AI: We are building a new META-INTELLIGENCE



#HellVen: it could be heaven or it could be hell!







NEURALINK



NEURALINK



NEURALINK



Technology is exponential but humans are linear. Should we UPGRADE or RESPECT the difference? 



The temptation: Become superhuman! Omniscient, omnipotent, omnipresent!



How will we retain our SKILLS and our AUTONOMY?
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#DigitalEthics



#DigitalEthics



"Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right (or the power) to do and what is the right thing to do”                                                        
adapted from Potter Stewart



“The social-media 
meltdown results 

from optimizing the 
wrong objective on 
a global scale with 
fairly unintelligent 

algorithms” 
Stuart Russell in ‘Human Compatible’







Technology can do great things, but it does not want to do great things - it doesn’t want anything (Tim Cook)





“I will ensure that 
everything I invent, 

enable, provide or sell 
is  

designed to further 
 HUMAN FLOURISHING” 

Do we need a ‘HIPPOCRATIC OATH’ for technologists and technology companies?



















2 challenges: #ClimateEmergency (now) | #HumanEmergency (soon)



TRUST: Accountability | Responsibility | Transparency | Control | Regulation
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Do we need an EPA* for Humanity?





A new renaissance 



A new economic logic to match exponential change: SUSTAINABLE CAPITALISM





Not just shareholder return but STAKEHOLDER return



The Future: Awesome humans on-top of amazing technology



Embrace technology - 
but don’t become it!




